Eternity Revealed

T he purpose of this book is to reconcile
the Bible with the various sources
presented, and to show that these sources
do reinforce and confirm the great truths of
the Bible. Some of these sources are
completely dependent upon the Bible and
could not exist without it. But, as in book
1, Your Soul Is Eternal, other sources, in
fact the majority, are independent of the
Bible and could stand alone as
self-sufficient evidence of the eternal soul.
The overriding purpose of both of these
books is to show that all faiths and
particularly Christianity have been slow to
recognize that God is speaking to us today
though these unexplainable manifestations.
The Christian presentation has not been
short on the love of God, but on the fact
that through his boundless love he is letting
us know that he wants to take all of his
children back unto himself, regardless of
their faith or behavior.
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